Tips

Your light fixture was crafted with integrity at Lindsey Adelman Studio. With proper care, it should last forever.

To avoid damaging the finish, clean the fixture only when it is cool to the touch. Use something soft, like a feather duster or microfiber cloth, for the armature. For safety’s sake and to protect the stability of its installation, do not spin the fixture when cleaning. The branching armatures cannot be adjusted, but the shades can be removed. If you do remove them for cleaning, mark their placement so that you can reinstall them in their intended positions.

Shades

We make each shade (including glass globes, porcelain discs, and hammered shades) by hand, an intentional process that renders your fixture unique thanks to subtle variations in size, shape, and color. If you need a replacement shade, we will make our best efforts to match your originals.

Glass

Use an additive-free liquid glass cleaner. We suggest spraying the cleaner directly onto a cloth to avoid damaging and oxidizing the fixture’s metal finish. Please be gentle and make sure not to put weight on the fixture.

Porcelain

A damp cloth is all you need.

Brass & Bronze

Use a microfiber cloth for all metal armatures, shades, and fringe. Do not use glass cleaner or abrasives of any kind on any metal surface. We recommend that tarnished metals be professionally cleaned.

Rope & Lashing

Do not use water or liquids on rope or lashing. Simply vacuum gently to remove dust.